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Merry Spend-Free Christmas! Help
Make it No Longer a Greedy
Shopping Holiday! Make Sure To
Buy Nothing, Especially Holiday
Gifts. Maintain Your Spend-Free
Status!
Papa Gambino and the First Families of Organized
Crime welcome you to their Flagship City, San Diego

OUR FIFTH YEAR:
2010 - 2011 - 2012 - 2013 - 2014
SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR ARCHIVES OF ALL
EDITIONS, www.NZ9F.com. SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE AT nz9f@hotmail.com, FROM THE
MAILBOX YOU WANT TO ADD OR REMOVE. IF
YOU WANT NOTIFICATIONS WHEN
PUBLISHED, Twitter.com/NZ9F. NO OTHER
TWEETS EXCEPT EMERGENCIES. Library CIP:
The title of this specific issue, and URL, is

www.nz9f.com/sdhnarchives2014/dec20
No one WANTS to be homeless, and no one
CHOOSES to be homeless. It happens when
everything you do to prevent it fails to work. Making
anything illegal that cannot be prevented makes no
sense. Instead, make it illegal for circumstances to
force people to become homeless against their will.
Once homeless, people will need to use booze
or dope, just to stay sane, and many lose that fight,
too, becoming mentally ill and often killing
themselves. This ends the problems that society
forced upon them. Self-Servatives (ConServatives,
Con Artists that Serve themselves) cause funerals,
but they don't mind, because they don't believe in
God. PAGE ONE

www.NZ9F.com/SDHN
nz9f@hotmail.com
Twitter: @NZ9F (all caps) •
Facebook: John.Kitchin1 or San
Diego Homeless News • YouTube:
NZ9F (all caps)

The Theme of this Edition is
Nazi Oppression and
Terrorism, Especially Police
Terrorism Definition of Terrorism:
Terrorism is the involvement of Civilians,
including any non-violent protesters, in militarytype actions. Bombing a military base is war,
not terrorism, unless you target its grade
school (children are not a military threat, nor
are they soldiers). Killing soldiers is war,
killing civilians is terrorism. Simple
enough? So, Israel killing 72 Palestinians who
were unarmed civilians is terrorism, and their
response of killing one Israeli soldier is war,

and not terrorism. Police brutality against unarmed civilians is Terrorism, and so is SWAT
and the use of military weapons and tactics
(such as the LRAD acoustic hearing-damage
weapon now used by police) that belong on
battlefields, not in our cities. Hitler's Death
Camps were Terrorism, and so was the atomic
attack on the City of Hiroshima. So is Police
Brutality.

ghetto, The Bottoms Ghetto, just like Hitler
did to the Jews.

http://yournewswire.com/north-carolinashomeless-hauled-to-fema-camps-forced-tohave-rfid-chips/

Homeless in France are now
forced to wear yellow
triangles, much like the Jews
were once marked by Hitler!
(German Nazi photo, left, courtesy of Google
Images. French Nazi photo, right, courtesy of
YourNewsWire.Com.) Editor's Note: These
images are very real, and not a hoax. The
French Nazis, unlike the U.S. Jewish Nazis,
are anti-Jew.http://m.thelocal.fr/20141204/frenchcity-issues-yellow-triangles-to-identify-homeless

North Carolina Homeless
Hauled Off to Hitler-Camps,
Forced to Get Micro-Chips
Surgically Installed!
by Royce Cristyn. Editor, YourNewsWire.com.

(Editor's Note: This is exactly the same
thing that Hitler did, early-on, except that he
used tattoos, because RF ID chips had not
yet been invented. The first Nazi
Concentration Camp was called "The Berlin
Homeless Shelter". This is why the San
Diego homeless shelters are named "New
Auschwitz" and "New Birkenau".) San
Diego homeless are also being shoved into a

Snide Comments: An entrepmanure sells
bullshit to rich people. • Most San Diegans
have a lot of Mental Constipation. That's when
their head gets completely full of shit, and they
just can't seem to squeeze it all out. • I only
take women to bed, so I must be a Male
Lesbian. • Play your video games, watch TV
and movies, and enjoy sports; I'll volunteer for
Public Service work, and we shall see who is
happier and more useful. --John Kitchin,
NZ9F. • Take our Masters Degree course in
digging ditches, and someday you could work
for Ditch Network. • We no longer call it
Slavery, we call it Wal-Mart. • Divorce is the
penalty you pay for getting married, even if you
are not stupid enough to have children.
Marriage causes Divorce, and children help
with that process. --John Kitchin, NZ9F. •
Religion isn't Rocket Science. Rocket Science
is for intelligent people and Religion is for
stupid people. • Beer News: Beer enhances
brain development, age 7 to 16, which is why
school kids get beer in Japan, and Germany
has a Drinking Age of 14. Fake studies in the
US were used, contradicting this truth, to
persuade lawmakers to raise the Drinking Age
here from 18 to 21. Nowadays, kids use crack
cocaine because they are too young to buy
beer. Dope sales makes money for both
branches of our American political party, the
Democrats and Republicans. • Intelligent
Cultures have no poverty. Stupid cultures
make money on it. • Jehovah’s Witnesses:
Stupid people being made even more stupid •
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Occupy, Similar
Organizations, Protest
Police Brutality: Balboa
Park by John Kitchin, Publisher, with photos.

Public warned that many similar protests
resulted in the police becoming angry and
violent
http://www.alternet.org/news-amp-politics/videoundercover-officers-caught-infiltrating-oaklandprotests-against-police and
http://www.berkeleydailyplanet.com/issue/2014-1211/article/42843?headline=Undercover-copdisguised-as-Black-Bloc-pulls-gun-on-protest-inOakland-which-started-in-Berkeley--Erin-BaldassariBCN-and-Planet and
http://countercurrentnews.com/2014/12/nyc-protestsshut-down-macys-and-apple-stores/

204 persons, actual count from photos taken,
showed up at 11 AM, Sat. Dec. 13, to protest
Police Brutality. Lots of emphasis on police
murders of Blacks, even some cited as
homicides, with no punishment of the officers
involved. Xavier McGregor, principal speaker,
said, "This system makes the statement that
they are never going to give us justice." Black
youth are being tracked and trapped, media
are portraying the police as heroes and the
Black youth as criminals, and politicians want
more police, not economic growth. One sign
said "Stop Brutality. Repeal Immunity." Police
snipers were on many overhead towers,
waiting for orders to open fire and kill everyone
in the group, "if necessary", per usual. I
worked 8 years as a police detective, and this
is the way it works, of course. For a photo of
this
sort
of
thing,
see
http://scgnews.com/ferguson-riots-and-bundyranch-showdown-signs-of-an-approachingbreaking-point I also marched with Martin
Luther King, Jr. The group's website is
www.UHURUnews.com. The crowd grew to
292 by 11:20 AM. Other speakers said "Stop
being enablers of the Police State, and start
being Freedom Fighters." There were certain
religious undertones, particularly among the
Blacks present, so they obviously did not
understand that God, Jesus, bible, and all that
are evil tools of the Police State.
I am Pro-Occupy, so I said nothing about the
childish and lunatic "Die-In" which followed,
alienating the Public from Occupy's ideals and
message. The police loved it, especially the
Secret Police undercover who sponsored it,
thru organizations they control, such as ASD.
Which one of you guys is Adolph Hitler, Jr.?
Why are you guys pro-Jew this time around?
Occupy San Diego has called for the Recall,
Resignation, or Election Defeat of Lori Zapf,
San Diego City Council Member, and Shirley
Owens of her staff, for taking the position
that Police Terrorism is okay. The exact
words used by Owens, who represents Zapf,
were "Fucking Idiots! I wanted to shoot them!"
A second protest was arranged, to complain
about mistreatment of citizens by Lori Zapf and
her staff. (Link probably deleted by the
Facebook Police.) PAGE THREE

See
https://www.facebook.com/events/8489450918
22248/

Police Wage Nazi War Against
Homeless in San Jose
Silicon Valley's homeless camp, "The Jungle"
is comparable in many ways to the San
Francisco "Tenderloin", Los Angeles "Skid
Row" and San Diego's "The Bottoms Ghetto".
http://thefreethoughtproject.com/war-existwages-cops-clear-largest-homeless-camp/
Other
Nazi
actions:
http://revolutionnews.com/largest-nazi-march-in-years-incologne-germany-using-isil-terror-to-recruitcops-let-them-attack-antifa/

Controlling Renegade Police
Controls on Police are these: Within the
Department, Chain-of-Command disciplines,
plus Internal Affairs. Outside the Department,
the Citizen Review Board and the News
Media. Society is sufficiently corrupt to have
negated all of these checks-and-balances,
however. We need a Citizen Review Board
that has its own investigators and prosecutors
that are independent from all other
government. We may actually need special
courts and even prisons to deal with police
offenses. When Bob Filner, a Jew, became
Mayor, I vetted whether or not he belonged to
any terrorist organizations, such as Israeli Nazi
Zion, and he did not. I would have looked just
as carefully at any Palestinian or Iranian. Our
police chief, Shelley Zimmerman, does appear
to be a member or supporter of Nazi Zion,
however, and they are absolutely as terrorist
as the PLO or Hamas, maybe more so. So,
how do we stop her City Cabal and Police
Force from Nazi police terrorist military
tactics
against
un-armed
civilians?

Cities of New York, Washington, shut
down by protests -- Media silent
https://www.popularresistance.org/millionsmarch-nyc-shuts-the-city-down/

https://www.popularresistance.org/dc-marchfor-justice-followed-by-protests-shutting-downdc/ Hundreds of other links.

Homeless Perspectives
and Solutions: Those
that cause a problem
sent to fix it
Society's
biggest
problem,
and
homelessness is just an adjunct to all this, is
that the people who create a problem are
tasked with solving it, even though they don't
want to, don't want to even admit that a
problem exists, don't want to admit that it is
their fault, and make lots of money on that
problem getting worse. The Jesuit Mafia (La
Cosa Nostra of the Catholic and Mormon
churches) fixes housing prices so that their
buddies in banking and real estate get wealthy,
but also causes homelessness because many
cannot afford such high rent prices that result.
So, this same group owns Father Joe's, to deal
with that problem. (See “Mafia News”, last
page.) Suckers actually donate money to the
Mafia "help" groups (the nonprofits) that make
the problem worse, thinking that their
donations do some good, which they do not.
Giving free money to the MOB does not fix
anything.
Toilets works the same way. The Downtown
Partnership (and/or its previous incarnations) is
the Genovese Organized Crime Family, which
tore down hotels, causing folks to have to hit
the sidewalk. This made lots of money for
gangsters in housing and real estate. Then,
they made a deal to construct "Affordable
Housing" that nobody can afford, to "solve" this
problem.
The
unaffordable
"Affordable
Housing" made even more money for gangster
bankers and gangster real estate developers,
wondering why our sidewalks are still full of
homeless. So, the Genovese Crime Family
started "Clean and Safe" to harass the
homeless, arresting them for taking a piss,
while making sure there are no places to
legally do that. PAGE FOUR

Then, the City assigned the same Downtown
Partnership that got rid of all the toilets to be in
charge of getting new toilets installed. In 4
years, they succeeded at removing 9 toilets
and installing 0 (zero) new ones. Yes, zero.
That is because the new Portland Loo
duplicates existing toilets nearby in the stolen
and smuggled cigarettes area, Machine Gun
Alley. This is a group of 15 toilets all in the
same area, where drugs and stolen items are
sold. The Portland Loos count as Media Hype,
but a "new" toilet has to be 3 blocks away from
an existing toilet to be considered "new", or it is
just more toilets in the same place. Big deal.
The Downtown Partnership succeeded at
failing, which is what it tried to do, while also
touting fake successes in our thoroughlycorrupt news media. Well done, dick-heads.
Since the entire homeless problem was proven
in Federal Court in a three-year trial to be
ENTIRELY the fault of the City, should this
problem be tasked to the City to solve? That
would be utterly useless. I propose that the
State of California fix the San Diego homeless
problem, and that the San Diego legislators not
get a vote on that issue, as "Recused"
(personally involved). Then the State can send
a bill to the City.
A better solution, of course, is to demand our
20% occupancy of the buildings built with
HUD or Redevelopment money, as required by
law, requiring building management PROVE
that there are 20% of us living there, and these
are real people, and really live there every day,
and they qualify. Just following the existing
laws on this solves our homeless problem!
How about a $2,000 a day penalty for noncompliance, which goes to $10,000 a day after
30 days?
We are homeless because the City of San
Diego has unlawfully deprived us of our
20% Occupancy of the ACTUAL buildings
which
were
built
with
HUD
or
Redevelopment money, in violation of the
law. Somebody KICK the City's ASS.
Thank you.
Any donations should go directly to the
homeless and NOT to a "charity", because that
is a waste of money. The only nonprofit that

has the ability to help us is the ACLU, the
American Civil Liberties Union.

Thanks to Downtown
News:
A rare article gives the truth about
the San Diego homeless, interviews
John Kitchin, our Publisher
Will Bowen, reporter with the Downtown News,
has a Ph.D., so he was a good fit for the 3-hour
interview in Old Town State Park. I educated
him some on the reality of the homeless
situation, and he turned in a fine article. This
may be the rare occasion where the press
does not insist that the homeless are lazy,
crazy, or substance abusers. He was afraid
that the paper would not publish the article.
They did insert a disclaimer, that it is not the
opinion of the newspaper. To read the article,
or even make comments on it, the link is:
http://sandiegodowntownnews.com/homelessfor-the-holidays/ • So far, a Producer at KPBS
has contacted Kitchin about an interview,
which would be good, especially since KPBS
has been a big source of misinformation about
the San Diego homeless in the past.

Many Links Tampered, Not
Working; News websites
shut down for being
alternative, telling the truth!
A lot of the links posted in articles have been
SHUT DOWN by our Fascist government, to
keep people from reading the original
articles or accessing the official websites that
things came from. Not our fault. In addition to
censoring out the Red Slider, Facebook also
censored out Revolution News, and doing so is
definitely both Fascist and NAZI to do. The
Sacramento Z was censored out by both
Facebook and Google, and the Google
Chrome browser refuses to take people to
Popular Resistance dot Org. None of these
are all that radical or revolutionary, just
glimpses of the truth! PAGE FIVE

I call for all
alternative media to give links to those
of us being censored out, in every issue
and on-line article. Help fight Nazi
Fascism and Zionist Terrorism. The
ones having the most censorship trouble
are:

chloro-benzene) can be had for just under $2,
enough to treat 6 to 8 people, at Farmacias
Similares in Tijuana, just one block south of the
Downtown Arch, 24/7. Cures all forms of
bodily parasites in ten minutes, stopping all
itching.

• revolution-news.com • Sacramento
Z • AlterNet.Org • iacknowledge.net
• popularresistance.org

The Girls Think Tank (GTT) met Thursday,
Dec. 4, with 20 present, a very good showing.
They spoke about the Portland Loos event held
a day earlier, which we have already described
as a complete failure over 4 years of trying.
The new toilet duplicates existing toilets a
block away, is located in The Bottoms Ghetto,
is only one toilet and not a Men's and
Women's, etc. I cover the toilets situation in
previous editions (May 21, 2014, at
www.NZ9F.com/SDHNarchives2014/May)
in
an article entitled "Redevelopment, Toilets,
Cabals, and Homeless Storage". It gives the
history of the toilets problem. • On
Thanksgiving, GTT distributed commodities to
about 300 people, and had a lot to give away.
• There is still a snag in the Portland Loo to be
installed at Park and Market, which WOULD
count as a new toilet. • Since the first
Thursday in January is New Year's Day, the
next meeting will be held Jan. 8. • More
presence of religious zealouts, and even a
mention of Jesus and all that, in violation of
previous policy where members would not
tolerate people stupid enough to believe in
God. • They dropped the fake "Pizza Delivery
Driver" stuff, which is a plus, however. They in
the past wanted to make sure we all saw the
pizzas "delivered", to prove to us that no
control-dope had been added to same. •
Melanie Stuart commented the day after their
Thanksgiving event that GTT had become
largely useless, and I agreed, adding that no
other nonprofit is doing anything useful, either,
however, so how can we blame them for being
normal? ♦♦♦♦ The MAPSS, Metropolitan
Area Providers of Social Services does not
usually meet in December, including this year.

A call to action:

ACLU Advises How to
Protest
This PDF gives guidelines as to what police
can and cannot do.
http://nz9f.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/
Power_To_The_People.342133346.pdf

Hints & Kinks: Medical
Care in Mexico
You can see a doctor, without any
appointment, 24 hours, for about $3 US, for a
diagnosis or prescription. In Mexico, Minimum
Wage is 50 cents US per hour, Prevailing
Wage is $1 an hour, Maximum Wage is $1.50
per hour, and Professional Wage is $3 an
hour. In border towns, much more, dealing
with Americans who don't know that. Surgery
and dentistry should be avoided, as autoclaves
are not generally used for the sterilization of
instruments, so it is easy to get HIV or even
gangrene. Also, when the doctor or dentist
makes a mistake, it is unlikely that you will be
compensated. Much safer in the USA. With
ObamaCare, you do not need Mexican medical
care, except for plastic surgery, abortion,
sterilization, or plastic artificial teeth installed
with a socket wrench ("oral spark plugs").
Since healthcare professionals may get as little
as 3 weeks training in high school, be careful.
Many are very good, but that is not necessarily
so. If you seek healthcare in Mexico because
you need Spanish, consider the Tijuana suburb
of Chula Vista, on the US side of the border.
Update on Bodily Parasites: HCB (hexa-

Meetings:
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General News:

Typically 4 Mafia Thugs gang up on one
homeless person in Downtown San Diego, to
strong-arm them into being intimidated, the
City's preferred method of harassment. I want
a City Ordinance prohibiting these "Safety
Ambassador" violent henchmen from being
within a city block of each other.
The San Ysidro Library has a storage area
used for the possessions of the homeless
when they are using the facility. They are
located on E. San Ysidro Blvd. at Park St.,
which is on the 907 bus from the Border, or a
few blocks south of the Beyer Blvd. trolley
stop. It opens at 9:30 AM on Fridays and
Saturdays, days when the Central Downtown
Library doesn't open till noon.
Madison, Wisconsin now has a homeless
village constructed by Occupy Madison,
which built tiny homes for the homeless.
(www.NZ9F.com
Home
Page)
photo.
http://sandiegofreepress.org/2014/11/tinyhome-village-for-homeless-opens-in-wisconsin/

Homeless 807 Course, only for
those with a Doctorate Degree,
continued: Section A, Basics3: Spirituality, Gnosis, Hypnosis
♦♦♦♦♦ Warning: You are too STUPID to read
this if: 1.) You have "Beliefs", such as God,
heaven, hell, religion, Satan, Life Herafter,
and/or similar. 2.) You do not understand the
Religious Secrets, such as controlling the
public by feeding them the blood and semen of
the Ruling Class and the Controlling Class
(Professionals), (Gnosis and Hypnosis). 3.)
You do not undersand that there are millions of

intelligent life forms on billions of other planets
(in other universes) and none of them consider
any human in history to have been intelligent.
4.) You do not know that a huge percentage of
"The Truth" that we use to "prove" things in
society is actually a group of lies, and
universities are used to come up with more
"proof" that these lies are "The Truth". All
Ph.D.s know all of this, because it is our job
to prove all these lies.
If you find these things offensive or not
believable, then the ministers and teachers
have done their job in keeping you stupid so
that you can be forced to work hard, exploited,
controlled, used, enslaved, and made a profit
off of, to serve the Ruling Class and to a lesser
extent the Controlling Class (Professionals).
This is NOT your fault, unless you refuse to
learn, and continue to be stupid, as we were all
born stupid. We are the only species of many
millions that is stupid enough to believe in
things like God, a Life Hereafter, and many
other nonsense things like humans being
intelligent life. We were genetically designed
to be slaves, hypnotized into the belief that we
are free, intelligent, important, happy, etc.
Stupid people often get angry reading true
things like this, and refuse to "Believe" any of
it. Learn or be stupid. END OF WARNING.

Section A-3 here is by far the most
important of the whole course. Called
"Spirituality", Gnosis and Hypnosis are used in
the other two procedures already covered, in
order to establish "Beliefs" and "Conformity".
The exact methods by which all this works are
well-known and Top Secret. The Eastern
Religions call these things "Tantra" or
"Tantrism", but all that is the same thing.
Spirituality is the most widespread use of
control today, and it involves hypnotizing
people by putting your blood or semen (DNA)
into their food. This also gives you their love,
biologically, that you can give out to them or
others as a reward for doing what you want
done. Proper use involves using exactly the
correct amount of DNA, plus using the power
of suggestion, and also giving out love as a
reward for compliance with behavior. It is all
PAGE SEVEN very complex, and the use of

human semen to control others is called
"Seminary". Make sure that your Cabal (the
group that collects your blood and semen)
gives you sufficient "Professional Privileges"
that you have spare love to give out. Try to
inseminate all of those you will be supervising
or helping, for a better charismatic (hypnotic)
connection. Here, snacks and beverages
given both to clients and volunteers can make
all the difference. Important: Using too
much DNA in food greatly damages
people! See Chart, below.
The DNA is referred to as the "Holy" or the
"Secret Substance" (in Eastern religions such
as Buddhism), and food that has been treated
is called Holy, or Kosher, or Halal. All are
exactly the same thing, and each religion and
group makes up ridiculous lies that they try to
get their folks to believe about that. The whole
process must be taken very seriously, to avoid
causing serious illness (usually mental) to
those who consume the food. Consumption of
just a few ounces of the blood of another
person causes the need for the person
poisoned to be treated in a mental hospital, for
example. Whenever possible, a very REAL
Rabbi, Ayatollah, Priest, or Emir should be
used to make the food Holy or Kosher. Proper
use of Spirituality, Gnosis, Love, and Hypnosis
to control others is a science and art requiring
many years of training. I only skim the surface
here. For more on all this, see
www.NZ9F.com/Gnosis, or the complete story
in Package A at www.NZ9F.com/PDF.
Package A is a university course.
There are eleven levels of what happens
when the DNA of one person is consumed
by another.
Chart on the drug DNA and how much
damage is caused in what dose level: This
is various levels of damage, from LEAST
damage to MOST damage, varying in the
amount of DNA (human blood or semen)
that is added to the food:
1.) Genetic Memory (Talent or Instinct): A
tiny amount of DNA used causes the transfer
of Genetic Memory Knowledge (Talent and
Instinct) from the DNA donor to the
grandchildren, 2 generations down from the
person ingesting it. This is very complex and

most of this, while well-understood is a
Government Top Secret. I can tell you that
98% of your DNA is "Non-Coding" DNA which
codes for Talent or Instinct, and the other 2%
codes for manufacturing proteins and body
parts. Non-Coding DNA (the 98%) is memory,
knowledge, and abilities, present at birth in
your brain's memory units. What DNA your
grandparents swallowed in their food is
knowledge present in your brain. This is how
humans acquire personality traits and learning
abilities. The exact process is extremely wellknown and Top Secret. Mammals are multigenerational in learning processes, because
they live such a short time, and in nature, these
knowledge-transfer processes between
generations work automatically: When a baby
drinks its mother's milk, when a husband's
semen enters his wife's vagina or mouth, and
when a wife puts her menstrual blood into her
husband's food. All natural processes, and no
damage is done unless too much DNA is
used. At increased levels, there is damage, so
read on:
2.) Love (Spirituality): The second wave of
what happens when DNA gets swallowed is
that the Medical term "Spirituality" is set up.
Forget about religion and their use of the word,
this is a Medical word only, here. Its specific
meaning is the establishment of a link for the
transmission of a specific type of radio wave,
unique to mammals, called "Love". Love is the
transmission of a radio wave on the DNA
frequency of another person. It is personspecific, but has overlap to other people,
because we all have similar DNA. Receiving
this love makes someone feel good, increases
self-esteem, and the love received can be
given off to others, making the DNA donor very
popular. When your DNA is swallowed by
others, their love flows to you and
accumulates. Love is a Direct Current
pulsating DC radio-frequency magnetic wave
that is Resonant to the DNA consumed and
stored in the Basal Ganglia of the one
swallowing the DNA. It is very low in radio
frequency, about 8 hertz in females and 30
hertz in males. It is enormously complex,
bearing sidebands and modulation that span
the gamut of human DNA. As a radio engineer
PAGE EIGHT (NZ9F) I understand love all the

way to its essence. In common speak,
consuming the DNA of somebody sets the
transmitter frequency in your brain to put out
love thru the antenna in your chest on the
frequency of that specific person. Once again,
no damage is done unless too much DNA is
used.
3.) Classified. Much information regarding
how people are controlled is officially Classified
as a Government Secret, and I am being
advised by CIA-USN as to what I cannot write
about. Sorry.
4.) Control: At this level, some control of the
person is afforded charismatically, via
hypnosis, gnosis, suggestion, placebo, love,
and related. This is the level that religious
ministers study in Seminary. This level does
cause damage, but not permanent, and the
more intelligent the person is, the more
damage caused. Can be reversed with 3
months of not having any more food with blood
or semen in it. I call this stage "Hypnosis".
5.) Memory and Concentration: At this level
the person has trouble with memory,
concentration, mood, falling asleep, waking up,
focusing. In my older work, I called this being
"Spermed Out".
6.) Spacial relationships (places) and
memory dysfunction: At this point there may
be problems with recognizing places, faces,
and at worst, the person may be wandering
around. This disorganization almost always
causes automobile accidents. Much loss of
motor skills at the higher levels. I call this
stage "Spaced Out".
7.) Interpersonal Relationships: Causes
problems with spouses, family, relationships,
friends, teachers, parents, children, employers,
employees. This can be serious and cause
loss of job, housing, college education, way
worse. I call this stage"Assholism".
8.) Classified.
9,) Depression: This is anger, directed
internally at one's self, instead of externally, at
others as in #7. This anger is due to
frustration. Nothing is working out, nothing is
making sense, everything is a blur. I call this
stage "Gnosis Depression". It has the same

symptoms as Clinical Depression, although it
has an entirely different cause. Attempts to
treat Gnosis Depression using the methods for
other Depression will always fail.
10.) Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD): In
addition, the grandchildren of this person will
probably suffer from ADD, ADHD, Bipolar
Disease, or Autism.
11.) Bipolar Disease (BPD), also called
Manicdepression: Major mental illness at this
level of DNA added to food, considerable
mental and genetic damage, damage to
Genetic Memory, grandchildren usually born
autistic, or at least with ADD or BPD, which is
multi-generational, caused by eating DNA.
This comes in Type One, which is for life and
cannot be cured, but can be treated, or Type
Two, which is merely too much DNA in the
food and can be cured with Strattera
(maximum dose), and a lot of Spirituality (the
patient's blood and/or semen in a lot of
people.)
12.) Schizophrenia: This has absolutely no
cure, nor treatment, even though there are
FAKE studies that lots of folks make money on
to lie and say otherwise. No drug works,
except to make these people less of a problem
for Society. They themselves do not benefit
from any drug used. They are just sedated, so
they no longer scream out and disturb others.
This is permanent, cannot be made even 1%
better with any known means, and is horrifically
painful for those who are Schizophrenic. Only
death brings relief.
13.) Despair and Death: At this point, death
is welcomed as a relief, and is usually a direct
or indirect suicide. Indirect suicides include
accidents (such as pedestrian and motor
vehicle) where the person becoming injured
and dying just does not care. A very large
number of accidents involve the cooperation of
the person who does not want to continue to
live. I call these people "Deceased", which is
where all homelessness, and all life, always
ends. In the case of homelessness and the
disadvantaged, it just ends a lot earlier.
END OF THE PROBLEMS WITH DNA IN
FOOD. End of Section A, Basics of Control
PAGE NINE (Beliefs, Peer Pressure,

Gnosis). Coming up next, #4, Tiny
Rewards. Tiny rewards are the most effective
way to change behavior, without causing
damage to the person being controlled. Next
issue.

Mafia News:
Unlawful “Affordable
Housing” Slush Fund:
This is supposedly currently being used by
Father Joe’s and real estate developers to
help push poor folks into The Bottoms
Ghetto, the area near Machine Gun Alley,
where the stolen cigarettes are sold. Some
poor truck driver got shot in the head so that
you can buy your stolen cigarettes. This same
fund has other uses:
Papa Gambino is getting a million dollars from
this fund for poverty housing to develop a new
Pizza Mall in Little Italy at 1703 India St.
Pizza Famiglia will be a project of Fenton
Properties (Michael Neal) and the Little Italy
Association. This money, of course, was set
aside for “Affordable Housing”, not pizza malls.
It was unlawfully raised from developers in
lieu of allowing us our 20% Occupancy of
buildings
developed
with
HUD
or
Redevelopment money. On this Civil Rights
issue (“Separate But Equal”, Jim Crow) no
amount of cash can be considered enough.
City Council Chairman Todd Gloria, a
Democrat, and Mayor Kevin Faulconer, a
Republican, both posed for photos of the
groundbreaking of this Gangster Event. A

NEW LOW FOR AMERICA’S MOST
CORRUPT CITY. I want to suggest that
this instead become the new Homeless Center.
Father Joe’s is currently being sued for its
ties to Organized Crime, control by “Big Jimmy
the Snake”, the Godfather of Plumbing,
spreading toxic mold via its showers,
connections to Satanic and Pedophilic
organizations, and, of course, Joe’s is operated
by the Jesuits of the Catholic Church, who are
Godfathers of the Bar (Mafia). See Package A

at www.NZ9F.com/PDF, a university course. If
you can prove that Joe’s is the MOB, usually
you get to sleep with the fishes. Also see
http://www.ripoffreport.com/r/st-vincent-de-paul-andfather-joe-villages/san-diego-california-92101/stvincent-de-paul-and-father-joe-villages-new-jack-cityof-village-place-apartments-new-1150023

Getting our 20% Occupancy of the
buildings constructed with HUD or
Redevelopment money would largely end
the homeless problem in San Diego. And,
as I have said, NO amount of cash money
would be acceptable instead on this Civil
Rights Issue.
John Kitchin, nz9f@hotmail.com.

Publication Schedule:
We aim for 6 pages, every 30 days. When it
runs over, we either go to 7 or 8 pages, or
publish every 20 days. On the 30-day sked,
our paper comes out around the first of every
month. On the 20-day, it comes out on the
first, then the twentieth, then the tenth day of
the next month. We cannot come out more
often than every 20 days, so if it still does not
all fit, sometimes the edition runs ten pages,
like today. Next issue Jan. 10 (or 20).
PAGE TEN, END.

